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Bella Blu

Bella Azure

Bella Acqua

Bella Platino

Bella Turchino

Bella Laquna

Bella Tuscana

Water color and finish may vary from actual samples or printed brochure due to application techniques, surrounding
environment and raw material nature of the product. Color variations are normal. It is best to view samples wet.
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Ma rble Pool Fi n ish

Hydrazzo…timeless beauty, maintenance friendly.
Hydrazzo® Bella Series
Almost a quarter century ago, Aquavations Corporation innovated and set the standard for superior
exposed aggregate systems as a result of it’s vast experience and advanced technology. With an existing
line of pool finishes trusted around the world as the most luxurious, durable and maintenance friendly,
it’s hard to believe much could be improved upon.
Introducing the Hydrazzo Bella series, Aquavations’ newest addition to their outstanding line of luxurious
marble aggregate finishes, formulated from the earth’s finest raw materials and time-proven technology.
Fortified with polymer and pozzolan enriched cement and colorfast inorganic pigments, Bella offers a
pool coating that is inherently silky smooth, yet durable and versatile enough to be polished to a more
refined finish is so desired. Combined with unique and vivid color selections, Hydrazzo Bella is sure to
complement any poolscape environment.
Behind the elegance is a combination of naturally beautiful coarse graded crystalline and colored marble,
blended with white Portland cement and a host of other performance-enhancing ingredients to create the
ultimate pool coating. This state-of-the-art pool finish is naturally resistant to topical stains, permanent
scale and algae adhesion offering timeless beauty that is also easily maintained.
Hydrazzo Bella Features:
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Available in 8 breathtaking colors
Polymer and pozzolan fortified cement for advanced durability and toughness
Inorganic, colorfast pigments
Inherently smooth, yet polishable
Naturally resistant to scale, algae adhesion and topical stains.
Timeless beauty and easy maintenance
Backed by the world leader in advanced pool plaster systems
Extended Warranties available through our Approved Applicator Program

800-429-4701 aquavations.com
Manufacturing Facilities in Florida, Texas and California
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